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The purpose of this paper is to make estimates as to the magnitude of the
Tanner crab (Chionoecetes bairdi and C. opi1io) and the king crab (Para1ithodes
camtschatica) catch taken inadvertently by the Japanese Bering Sea groundfish
fleet.

Determining the size of this incidental catch is an important step towards

understanding the population dynamics of these species; hence it is an important
step in establishing manage-.ment criteria and recommendations for the cornmercia1
fisheries..

The basis for the estimates was the comparison of catch records from

the Japanese groundfish fishery (Fisheries Agency of Japan 1971) with catch records
from the spring 1970 cruise to the Bering Sea by the RV Miller Freeman (data
prepared by John F. Karinen).

The basic geographic unit used was the MBL block

by which Japan reported her data for the 1970 fishery..

The MBL blocks are 50

in longitude by 2\0 in latitude and are numbered as below:
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1700E

0
160 E

16SoE

l5SoE

0
60 N
MBL 23

MBL 13

MBL 03

MBL 22

MBL 12

MBL 02

MBL 21

MBL 11

MBL 01

57°30'N

0
55 N

52°30'N

The particular MBL blocks examined were those in which both the Japanese
fleet and the NMFS survey ship, the RV Miller Freeman, fished in the same period
of time; the only overlapping time and area blocks for which data were available
were MBL 12 and MBL 22 i.n April 1970.
The underlying assumption in this estimation procedure is that when the
RV Miller Freeman was fishing in the same place at the same time as the Japanese
Bering Sea groundfish fleet (and if both the Mill£!:. Free.'Iian and the Japanese fleet
were fishing on the bottom) then, the propo~tions of. the various species of bottom
fish would be the same in both cat.ches.

In particula.r, be.cause the species in

question were Tanner and king crabs, creatures of the Continental Shelf. ye:llowtin
sole (Limanda aspe~) was selected as a reference species sinGe :i.t is a benthie
fish..

In addi tion, yel1owfin· sol e is known to be a ta.rget. spBcies fOT the :fapanese,

indicating that· i.l sho·uld be presE.nt in adequat.e ab.mdance to ·1 end credence to the
statis tics.
trawl.

ThE' gea'c

lJBed

by the RV Mi1l er :Fr~eman was a 400-mesh Eastenl otter
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Although the RV Miller Freeman made 50 hauls in the April 1970 survey cruise,
only 38 of these were in the MBL blocks that Japan had also fished (i.e., MBL 12,
MBL 21, MBL 22).

The RV Miller Freeman haul numbers are noted in the appropriate

MBL block in Figure 1.

The method used here for gaining inferences about the

total c.rab catch considers the Miller
made by t.he Japanese.

Fl." ,~eman'

s hauls to be typical of the hauls

This hypot.hesis can be subst.ant.iated to a degree by

comparing the Miller Freeman's yellowfin sole catch-per-unit effort with the
Japanese fleet's yellowfin sole catch-per-unit. effort.

The total yellowfin sole

catch by Japan in April 1970 for MBL blocks 12, 21 and 22 was 6,492,606 pounds
for stern trawlers, pair trawlers, and side trawlers (Fisheries Agenc.y of Japan,
1971).

The total hours trawled by the three gears mentioned was 5,795 hours for

a catch rate of 1,120 pounds of yellowfin sole per hou.r trawled.

During the same

month in the same area, the RV Miller Freeman caught 39,800 pou.nds of yellowfin
sole (see Table 1) in 38 hours of trawling for a catch rate of 1,047 pounds of
yellowfi.n sole per hour trawled.

The similarity of these two ca.tch rates su.ggests

tha.t the Japanese and the Miller Freeman were fishing in a similar mannm:.
Table 1 1 ist s the Miller Freeman's catch of yellowfin sole, Tanner crabs,
and king crabs along with the c.orresponding Ja.panese catch of yellowfin sole by
MEL block.

Using the totals from Table 1,
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Figure 1.--Apri1 1970 Miller Freeman survey cruise.
in appropriate MBL blocks)

(Haul numbers are listed

r
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Table-

1.~-Japanese

catch of ye110wfin sale by stern trawl, pair trawl, and side trawl

and the Miller Freeman catch of
.

pout}d~

MBL

fdi , April
-

ye11owf~n

sale, king crabs, and Tanner crabs in

1970 by:'MBL- block •

Japanese
yellowfin
catch

Miller Fr.eeman
king crab
catch

Miller Freeman
Tanner crab
catch

Miller Freeman
yellowfin catch

MBL 12

679,023

1,180

1,675

2,690

MBL 21

246,917

500

3,600

10,250

MBL 22

5,566,666

360

10,715

26,860

Total

6,492,606

2,040

15,990

39,800

Hours trawled by Japan

= 5,795

Hours trawled by Miller Freeman

= 38

r
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ratios can be formed as:
2,040

Total king crab catch by Miller Freeman
=---:~--::-~~_ _--:---::----::~~~=-_ _ _
Total yellowfin catch by Miller Freeman

= . .".",. . . . .". ". ". = • 051
39~800

15,990

Total Tanner crab catch by Miller Freeman
and:

----~--~~~~----~~--~~~~~-------

Total yellowfin catch by Miller Freeman

=

~~~~

= .402

39 7 800

Applying the king crab ratio to the total Japanese yellowfin sole catch (.051 x
6,492,606 pounds) gives an estimate for the incidental king crab catch of 331,100
pounds.

This figure is for April and includes the ind.dent.al catch of MBL blocks 12,

21, and 22.

In like manner, the Tanner crab ratio can be applied to the total

Japanese yellowfin sole catch ( .. 402 x 6,492 7 606 pounds) to obtain the estimate
of 2,610,000 pounds of Tanner cra.bs taken incidentaily by the Japanese in MBL blocks
12, 21, and 22 in April.
A procedure which will provide an approximate check on

th~

above estimates

is to use the density of crabs and the estimated area trawled to get figures for
the incidental catch of crabs.

Hoopes, Karinen, and Pelto (1970) give densities

for male king crabs which range from 0 to more than 2,500 crabs per square mile
and for Tanner crabs which range from 0 to 275,000 ('.rabs per square mil-e
throughout MBL 12, 21, and 22.

Calculating weighted ave"cages for these MBL

blocks from Hoopes et... ale (1970, Figures .5~1l) leads to density estimates of 125
male king crabs and 3,500 Tanner crabs per square nauti.cal mile.
The document by the Fisheries Agency of Japan (1971) shows that the Japanese
side trawlers, pair trawlers, and stern trawlers towed for a total of 5,795 hours
in April 1970.

If the average width swept by these nets was 120 feet and the

.
r
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trawlers towed, for example, at an average of 3 knots, the 'total area swept can
be calculated as 5,795 hours x 3 knots x 120 feet

(120 feet

= .01975

= 343 .. 4

square nautical miles

nautical miles).

Hence, the density multiplied by the area lends rough figures of total catch:

= 42,925

343.4 square nautical miles x 125 male king crabs
Sq. nautical mile
343.4 square nautical miles

:'Ie

3,500 Tanner crabs
Sq. nautical mUe

male king crabs;

= 1,201,900

Tanner crabs ..

If the average weight of a Tanner crab is 2 pounds, this method indicates

2,403,800 pounds of crabs were taken incidentally by the Japanese groundfish fleet.
This is quite close to the estimate obtained from the yellowfi,n sole ratio
estimate for Tanner crabs.

If the average weight of a male king crab is 4 pounds,

this area-swept method indicates 171,700 pounds of male ki.ng crabs were taken
incidentally by the Japanese groundfish fleetn

If we assume that equal

quantities of male and female ki.ng c.rabs areta"ken by the Japanese trawlers,
this estimate also checks quite closely with the previous estima'te of 331,000
pounds.
It should be noted aga.in that these estimates are only for the incidental
crab catch in April 1970 for MBL blocks 12, 21, 8n,d 22..

While crabs are

certainly taken in other areas and in these same areas in the r emainder of the
year, the extrapolation is most likely not linear and probably quite comple'X'.
However, Hoopes (1970) estimated the inc,idental catch for the entire Ja.panes e
groundfish season at 632,000 adult male king crabs and 51,192,000 Tanner crabs
for 1970..

This is quite consistent with the monthly estimate of 331,100 pounds

of adult male king crabs derived earlier in this paper..

Hoopes' esti1Ilate for

Tanner crabs is less compatible with estimates in this papere
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